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EDITORIAL - AUGUST 2003 
 
Are you sitting comfortably?  Good.  I will 
begin. 
 
It all started some 6 weeks ago with an 
idea.  I was reading through some recent 
console game mags and realised that most 
of the newer games really did not appeal to 
me.  Too much emphasis had been put onto 
the graphics and not enough time has been 
put into the gameplay, and I found myself 
playing my Megadrive more than my Xbox 
and Gamecube. 
 
Then it struck me… 
Surely I must not be the only one thinking 
this? 
So anyway, I decided to create this, Retro 
Review, a Bi-Monthly mag devoted to every-
thing Retro in the gaming world. 
You will see none of the new systems in 
here, nor will you see any games made for 
machines after the N64 and Dreamcast.  
 
I am joined in this quest by someone I met 
on the net, DIJ.  He too, shares the same 
views on modern, and prefers to play on 
emulators and older machines to get his 
gaming fix. 
 
Enjoy the mag and let us know what you 
would like to see in future issues. 
 
Cheers 
Simon & DIJ 
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CURRENTLY PLAYING 

RPG Heroes.  What are they made 
of?  Take a look here at our tongue 
in cheek look at this question. 

Thrust, possible one of the hardest 
games ever is played by us even 
today. 



It’s 1958. Technicians, at Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory (Upton, New York), 
gather in  the gymnasium to welcome yet 
another onslaught of visitors.   
 
During the autumn, the laboratory holds 
open days where members of the public 
are allowed a tour around the  facility and 
treated to a range of exhibitions. This year 
however the technicians were wary  that 
the visitors maybe getting tired of the 
same old static exhibitions that are on offer 
annually. 
 
Months previously, William Higinbotham, a 
physicist, was preparing and finalising a 
new exhibition.   He was also aware of the 
lack of excitement in the exhibition stands 
and decided to make the  1958 visitors 
days a bit more interactive.  
 
Higinbotham's main aim was to show what 
the  technicians at the laboratory could de-
sign and build, however the effect that his 
creation  had would be one which would 
start the video game phenomenon. 
 
Higinbotham created a video tennis game, 
created by hooking up a computer to an  
oscilloscope, something very simple for him 
to design and implement, and something 
which  bought in the visitors in their 
masses. 
 
"Video Tennis" simulated a tennis court, 
the players bats and the ball.  A straight 
line was  used floor of the court with a 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
smaller perpendicular line denoting the net. 
 
This first "game" even had a joystick and 
reset switch, just like we use today. 
Each player had a knob and a button to 
control the way in which the tennis ball was 
returned  over the net. 
 
Turning the knob changed the angle in 
which the ball was to be returned and a 
press of the  button sent it on its way.  If 
the angle was not correct the ball would 
crash into the net. 
If the ball disappeared off the tiny 5" 
monochrome screen a button would be 
used to reset  the game. 
 
The game took about three weeks to put 
together and Higinbotham was aided by a 
fellow scientist Robert V Dvorak.  By using 
modified routines from projects that Brook-
haven was  involved in (including missile 
trajectory and radiation detection tests) the 
men found it  easy to create.  Higinbotham 
made a few drawings and gave them to 
Robert who  made the patch board.   

It was refined and perfected ready in time 
for the exhibition. It was a huge success 
and had people queing up for hours just to 
play it. 
 
In 1959, the autumn visitors to Brook-
haven saw an upgraded "Video Tennis".  A 
larger monitor  was added to display the 
action more easily.  Changeable gravity 
settings were also included  so that the 
player could feel what it would have been 
like to play tennis on a different  planet.  
Once again it was a huge success. 
 
Due to issues at the laboratory, the com-
puter and oscilloscope were dismantled af-
ter the  1959 exhibition, and its compo-
nents were put to other uses. 
 
Like a wally, Higinbotham decided not to 
patent the idea, as at the time computers 
were not  though to be suitable for enjoy-
ment purposes.  
 
Few knew of the contraption, until it was 
found by Nintendo in 1985 and presented 
in a  lawsuit in 2002. 
 
The ideas Higinbotham presented, how-
ever, sparked the imaginations of other 
gamers, and his work lived on some years 
later in the modified version of Video Ten-
nis "Pong". 
 
William Higinbothams amazing achieve-
ment will always be regarded as the first 
ever video game. 

SPOTLIGHT ON WILLIAM HIGINBOTHAM 

WILLIAM HIGINBOTHAM 



Atari,  a household name you should have 
heard of, unless you are under the age of 
14, or you have lived under the sea for the 
last 30 years! 
 
Atari Inc came into existence on Tuesday 
27 th  June 1972 when Nolan Bushnell and 
Ted Dabney started their business with 
$250 of Bushnell's Savings. 
 
They originally wanted to call the company 
"Syzygy" but this name was already regis-
tered to a candle company, also based 
California.  
 
Soon after Atari started business Bushnell 
hired Al Alcorn to create a Pong machine, 
so called due to the sound of the ball hit-
ting the bat (not because it smelt bad.) 
 
Pong was originally inspired by a similar 
game Magnavox had at a demonstration. 
 
Magnavox began legal proceedings against 
Atari, after it was revealed the Bushnell 
had attended the show in Burlingame 
where their version of Pong was being 
demonstrated, and eventually Atari was 
forced to settle. 
 
$700,000 later and Atari had the sole li-
cense to manufacture and distribute Pong, 
this would be a blessing for Bushnell and 
Atari. 
 
Many more variations of Pong followed, not 
all from Atari.  Amidst all the excitement 

Atari were too late to trademark Pong and 
lost out on a lot of money. 
 
1973 saw the release of the first ever rac-
ing game, "Space Race", which was set in 
outer space. 
 
A year later and Atari released a version of 
Pong for the home market, which could 
even display in colour.  
 
In 1975, Steve Joba and Steve Wozniak 
designed the Breakout arcade machine, 
they later left Atari and went on to form 
Apple. 
 
Atari started designing the VCS system but 
needed more money to complete the pro-
ject, so in October 1976 Nolan Bushnell 
sold Atari to Warner Communications for 
$28 Million, and got $15 Million for himself, 
some 60,000 times what he started the 
business for.  

 

The VCS 2600 System or "Stella" to its  
friends was released in October 1977, with 
a lovely Teak front panel. The VCS 2600 
was still being manufactured until 1991 
some 14 years later.  
 
Atari begin to sense domination of the 
video game market.... 
 
Four of Atari's best game creators left in 
1978 to set up "Activision". (David Crane, 
Alan Miller, Bob Whitehead and Larry Kap-
lan) 
 
In 1979 Atari created "Asteroids", the origi-
nal concept was for the player to avoid the 
rocks, but everyone who played it kept try-
ing to shoot them, even though they were 
indestructible. Seeing that the player 
wanted to create some carnage, Atari de-
cided to change the game and it was then 
that  "Asteroids" the game that we know 
and love, came about. 
 
Atari's first home computers appeared on 
the market this year, the 400 (16k) and 
the 800 (48k), both machines were consid-
ered ahead of their time in terms of graph-
ics and sound. 
 
By 1980, Atari was making $2 billion in 
profits which showed no sign of slowing 
down, even though nine more Atari Pro-
grammers (Alan Miller, Rob Fulop, William 
Grubb, Dennis Koble, Jim Goldberger, Brian 
Dougherty and others) left to start 
"Imagic".  

PHOENIX FROM THE FLAMES 

ATARI 2600 (1977) 



 
 
 
 
 
Also in 1980, Atari released arguably the 
greatest video game of all time, Space In-
vaders, to the home console gamers.  This 
direct port of the arcade original was solely 
responsible for the stranglehold that Atari 
had on the home console market during 
these times. 
 
Atari were unstoppable, that was until 
1981, when they started to make big mis-
takes. VCS developers were everywhere 
and they were releasing any old crap on to 
the console.  
 
This was also the year that they decided 
that an arcade port of "Pacman" onto their 
VCS 2600 would make the company rich.  
 
It was calculated that of the 20 million VCS 
2600's sold, 10 million units were still 
working and if they created 12 million 
"Pacman" cartridges, everybody that 
owned a 2600 would buy it and that it 
would also convince an extra 2 million con-
sumers to buy the console. 

 
 
One minor problem appeared in in this per-
fect plan, they didn't have a "Pacman" con-
version to manufacture or sell!  The con-
version was passed to "Tod Frye" with a 
very tight deadline of a couple of weeks. 
Two months later and Tod had managed to 
finish the game. It sold 7 million copies be-
fore everyone realised how crap it was. 
Atari have never admitted how many 
"PacMan" carts were returned for a full re-
fund, so with (reportedly) 5+ million car-
tridges taking up space, something drastic 
had to be done. 
 
Paying almost $25 million for the rights to 
"E.T." in 1982 was nothing compared to 
the amount of money that Atari were ex-
pecting to make in sales.  
 
The Spielberg blockbuster was perfect, all 
Atari needed to do was create a game be-

fore all the hype of the film died down, and 
they would surely be able to cash in.  Again 
the game was rushed to completion and 
was sent to stores as fast as possible.  
The game was a gigantic flop, it didn't sell 
at all, perhaps everyone was a bit more 
careful with their money since the 
"Pacman" fiasco. 
 
Atari were left with millions of "E.T." car-
tridges to complement the "Pacman" ones.  
In a fit of brilliance Atari decided to dispose 
of the carts in a remote desert. First 
crushed then buried, the cartridges were 
covered in concrete to discourage looters. 
 
Atari released the VCS 5200  in 1982, and 
being wallys Atari decided that the VCS 
5200 would not be backwards  compatible 
with the VCS 2600.   
This meant that only a handful of games 
were available at launch. Most of these 
games were VCS 2600 remakes, some 
were made better and others were direct 
ports. 
 
Even though the console was the most 
powerful on the market, it was hard to jus-
tify the purchase price just to play VCS 
2600 games on a new console. 
 
Atari post losses of $536 million in 1983 
and the once unbeatable giant of the video 
gaming industry was now beginning to 
show some serious problems.  Their new 
console wasn't selling and people didn't 
seem to be buying many games anymore. 

THE 16K 
ATARI 400 

(1979) 

THE 48K 
ATARI 800 

(1979) 

PACMAN (1982) 



Atari was approached by a then little-
known company in Japan called Nintendo 
who offered them world-wide rights to the 
Famicom (NES) console, Atari declined so 
Nintendo set about world domination by 
itself.  The decision by Atari could have 
been the biggest mistake made by a com-
pany in gaming history, and was certainly 
not the last bad decision that they made. 
 
The VCS 7800 was release in 1984 and this 
time was backwards compatible with VCS 
2600 but it was too little too late. Nin-
tendo's console was already a success and 
became a serious threat to all, not just 
Atari. 
 
Atari bowed out of the Dow Jones (for a 
second time) and went away to bury it's 
head in the sand (next to their carts) for a 
while. Staff were cut, departments were 
downsized and budgets were slashed. 
 
1986 saw Atari's first 16bit computer, the 
ST, with 256K of RAM, an external 3.5" 
disk drive and it even used a mouse. Ironi-
cally, Atari invested start-up capital in 
Amiga who released their own 16bit com-
puter a year after the ST.  
 
Three years later the Atari 520ST was 
launched with 520K of RAM, an internal 
3.5" disk drive and a midi port.  Atari were 
starting to get things right again and took 
a lot of the market as the newly released 
Amiga A500 cost a lot more and had a lot 
less software available. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Home computers were all the rage by 
1990, you either had an Atari ST or an 
Amiga. No one really wanted a console 
anymore as home computers were more 
adaptable.  
 
 The Amiga was becoming more popular, 
but, due mainly to the extra price the Atari 
ST was still selling well, for now anyway. 
 
In 1991 the Amiga finally started outselling 
the Atari ST and software houses also be-
gan to shift allegiance and began releasing 
on the Amiga first, then the ST. Atari must 
have been getting used to this happening 
to them by now. 
 
Atari tried to hit back with its superior Fal-
con computer, however this was only 
bought by Atari die hard fans and hobbyists 
and didn't make any impact on the Amiga 
sales. 

Knowing that the Amiga had the home 
computer market sewn up tight, Atari de-
cided to try it's hand at consoles again.  
 
At the Chicago Consumer Entertainment  
Show Atari unveiled the worlds first 64bit 
console, the Jaguar, later to be released in 
1993. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Thanks to Jeff Minter (of Mutant Camel 
fame) who created Tempest 2000 for this 
new console, the Jaguar started to become 
a contender. 
The Jaguar fell foul to the one thing that 
will kill a console dead, a lack of quality 
titles and soon went the way of the pear!. 

ATARI ST (1986) 

JAGUAR (1993) 



Atari was sold to the JTS Corporation in 
1996 who just wanted the name so that it 
could become a listed company. Hasbro 
then bought the Atari division in 1998 and 
released Pong, Centipede and Frogger on 
the Playstation. 
 
Was this the end of Atari? 
 
No chance.   The original company may 
have long gone but the name lives on with 
games getting released under the latest 
Atari flag even now.   
 
Informers purchased Hasbro on 6th De-
cember 2000 and they now use the Atari 
logo and name on their games. 
 
Will they ever die? 
 
I hope not, they have been quite entertain-
ing over the last 31 years. Not just for their 
games but also for their blunders.  

BRIEF ATARI TIMELINE 

1972 - Bushnell and Dabney start Atari Inc. 
1973 - Bushnell buys out Dabney's half of Atari Inc. 
   Atari makes $3.2m earnings in its first year. 
1975 - The home version of "Pong" sells 150,000 units. 
  Atari make $3m profit from $40m sales. 
1976 - Atari develop the "Stella" console. 
  Atari's "Breakout" takes 5 days to code. 
  Atari Inc is sold to Warner Comms for $28m to fund "Stella" project. 
1977 - Atari release the "VCS" console. 
  Atari hit huge debts due to good Christmas sales in handheld games.  
  Warner help them stay afloat. 
1978 - Bushnell fired from Atari Inc.  Workers quit.      
  Atari launches home computer division. 
1979 - Atari 400 & 800 launched. 
1980 - "Space Invaders" launched for "VCS". 
  Activision created by 4 ex Atari men. 
1981 - "Asteroids" released for "VCS". 
1982 - "Pacman" released for "VCS".  Poor conversion. 
  "ET" released for "VCS".  Big budget, crap game. 
  "1200XL " released, but has bad compatibility. 
  Warner stocks drop 40% in two days. 
1983 - The 600XL & 800XL replace the 400/800/1200. 
  Atari lose money at a rate of $2m a day. 
1984 - Atari lose bid to license the "Amiga" computer. 
1985 - Atari fail to show for the Summer CES. 
1986 - "7800" console released. 
1987 - "XGES" launched. 
1988 - Bushnell rejoins Atari as a game developer. 
1993 - Atari release the "Jaguar" console. 
1998 - "Hasbro" purchase the majority of Atari's assets. 
1999 - "Infrogrammes Entertainment" successfully purchase "Hasbro's" share of  
    Atari assets,  who continue to this day to use the Atari name on their new        
    games. 

E.T (1982) 



What is an emulator? 
 
An Emulator is a software program written 
specifically to reproduce the functions of a 
computer system or games console.  It is 
quite complicated, but basically the pro-
gram mimics the other machines hardware 
through software routines. This allows the 
user to fool their computer into thinking 
that it is in fact a completely different ma-
chine. 
 
Retro computers and consoles are usually 
built with bespoke hardware, which needs 
a lot of processing power to mimic in its 
software form.  So to run an emulator suc-
cessfully it is usually necessary to have a 
PC approximately 10 times the processing 
power of the original system being emu-
lated.   
 
This is why a Gameboy Advance emulators' 
minimum spec is a Pentium III 500 MHz, 
when this is enough to run Quake 3 Arena! 
 
It is not uncommon to find more than one 
emulator for each machine that is being 
emulated, with each emulator available on 
numerous different platforms.  Take 
"Snes9x" as a good example.  It is an emu-
lator for Nintendo's SNES console.  It is 
available for Windows, DOS, UNIX, Linux, 
BeOS, N64 and Amiga to name but a few! 
 
Emulators are extremely difficult to write 
and often won't emulate the original ma-
chine perfectly, but will get close enough to 

allow us to play our favourite retro games 
without the need to hog the television, 
much to the other halfs delight. 

 
 
Where do I get an emulator from? 
 
There are loads of emulators available for 
every conceivable platform, and all readily 
available from numerous sources. 
A  g o o d  p l a c e  t o  s t a r t  i s  
www.emuunlim.com (Windows based) or 
www.emulation.net (Mac based).  There 
you will find a whole host of emulators and 
information on what you can do with them.  
 
So I have my emulator, what else do I 
need? 
 
So you have your emulator and it is in-
stalled ready to use.  Now you now need a 

game or two to play. 
 
Emulators do not use cartridges, they use 
images of the cartridges, called ROMS. 
 
A ROM is an exact copy of a cartridge / 
tape / cd contents compressed into one 
file, for the sole purpose of using in an 
emulator. 
 
What happens is that someone, somewhere 
has connected their console up to their 
computer.  The contents of a particular car-
tridge / tape / cd are uploaded onto the 
computer and compressed into the single 
file to make the ROM. 
 
So where do I get ROMS from? 
 
ROMS are a grey area.  Technically it is ille-
gal to have a ROM of a particular game in 
your possession unless you have the origi-
nal also (This is advised on every ROM 
site).  If you do not have the original game 
then you should not download the ROM.  
This is solely up to you, however we at 
Retro Review do not condone the usage of 
ROMS if you do not own the original. 
 
Some ROMS are known as PD (Public Do-
main) and are free to download and play, 
however most of them are still under copy-
right and are illegal to own, let alone play. 
 
With all this in mind, we will not be giving 
you help in finding ROMS, so please do not 
ask. 

SNES9X EMULATOR 

EMULATE 



So if the ROMS are technically seen as 
illegal, why use an emulator? 
 
An Emulator allows users to run software 
not originally designed for their system.  
This is great for a number of reasons, the 
main one being that you do not need to 
purchase any more equipment and there-
fore you need take up no more space than 
you are already doing. 
 
Using an emulator is a rather grey area.  
On the good side, they allow you to play 
older games, ones in which are freely avail-
able and in the Public Domain (where copy-
right is not applicable as the software has 
been allowed to be distributed without pen-
alty by the author).   
 
On the bad side, there are emulators made 
for more recent machines (N64 for exam-
ple) where copyright of the games still ap-
plies.  Downloading and playing these 
games is in effect piracy, and lesser people 
have been severely punished for doing this.   
 
Out of all the console manufacturers, Sega 
seem to be the only ones that have in the 
past permitted the development and use of 
emulators. The have even gone to the ex-
tent of buying DGEN (A Sega Megadrive 
emulator) and using this to release games 
on the PC.   
 
With DGEN being updated all the time and 
also a very good piece of software, Sega 
bought it to allow themselves to save 

themselves from coding an emulator them-
selves. 
 
Other companies see emulators as a way of 
increasing piracy and losing out on sale 
money.  Either view has its good and bad 
points. 
 
Advantages of using an Emulator:- 
 
1) No need to get (or even own) each sys-
tem out when you want to run that game / 
program. 
2) Emulators add extra features such as in-
game saving, easy cheat code entry, and 
the ability to play console games over a 
network or the internet.  Usually things 
that were never possible when the ma-
chines were originally available. 
3) Emulators free up the TV for your other 
half. 
4) Using an emulator you can play back-
ups of your games so that the original 
stays in perfect condition.  
 
Disadvantages of using an Emulator:- 
 
1) It's not the same as having the original 
system.   
2) You don't get to use the original control-
ler, unless you can hook it up to your PC. 
3) It can be illegal if you do not own the 
original game that you have downloaded to 
play on the emulator. 
4) Some of the games you can download 
do not play as well as the original game as 
the emulated hardware is usually not 100% 

complete. 
 
So now the boring bit is out of the way, 
and we have tolside of it all, you are want-
ing to know what to do to feed your need 
to play some retro games on your PC, 
right? 
 
Well get looking on the internet.  There is a 
whole host of different machines that you 
can emulate virtually exactly as the ma-
chines were originally made. 
 
You can get emulators ranging from the 
Atari 2600 through to the N64.  You can 
even re-create arcade classics on your 
humble computer.  Find a search engine 
and get playing! 

NEXT MONTH 

Next month we look a little closer 
into emulation, with an in depth 
guide to SNES9x, arguably the best 
Super Nintendo emulator available. 
 
We will show you how to install it, 
how play games on it, and funda-
mentally how to get the best from it. 
 
If there is any particular emulator 
you would like to see in these pages 
please get in contact with us. 



The appeal of punching, kicking and gener-
ally flattening an opponent into the ground 
has always been a popular pastime.  But 
enough of English Football Hooligans, lets 
get back to the article! 
 
Fighting games have been obscenely popu-
lar ever since their first appearance in 1984 
with Karate Champ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Published by Data East USA, and created 
by Technos Japan Corp. (of side scrolling 
Beat-Em-Up fame), it was originally de-
signed as a  one player game, where you 
would use two joysticks to perform moves 
in an attempt to knock sense into a com-
puter controlled opponent. 
 
However due to demand a two player unit 
was created which saw drones of spotty 
kids rushing to their local arcade to bash 
the puss out of each other! 

Karate Champ used a points system.  De-
pending on the move you managed to 
unleash on your opponent, points were 
awarded.  If you got more than your oppo-
nent at the end of the time provided, you 
progressed to the next level.  If you got 
less, it was GAME OVER! 
 
Looking at this game we can see that all 
the elements of today's fighters were pre-
sent in the very first arcade game of the 
genre. This included a timer, the location 
indicator (seen here as the USA national 
flag) and the fact that to win a match you 
would have to win the best of three bouts.   
These primitive elements are still found in 
fighting games today, both on consoles and 
in the arcades. 
 
 

Karate Champs finest moment came when 
its two player cabinet had a cameo role in 
the 1998 film "BloodSport"  
The game was later ported onto both the 
Nintendo NES (1986) and the Commodore 
Amiga (1987) where it did exceptionally 
well. 
 
Nothing much has changed since Karate 
Champ emerged on the scene some 19 
year ago, with the same systems adopted 
into every new fighting game since.  Some 
are exactly the same, others have been 
revamped to provide a new experience, but 
under the shiny new coat, the old dog still 
barks! 
 
Here is a good look into the elements that 
have graced this genre over the years and 
are typical to almost every fighting game 
since 1984. 
 
THE PLOT 
Fighting games have always been more 
about the gameplay than the story behind 
why you are fighting, and this is probably 
why the plot has almost stayed the same 
for nearly two decades. 
 
There are one of two main plots that a 
fighting game uses.   Its either a tourna-
ment setting (where you have to beat eve-
ryone including the lunatic who set it up in 
the first place, just to be crowned cham-
pion) or, you are out to get revenge for the 
death of your fathers / brothers / sisters / 
mothers (delete as applicable) murder, and 

EVOLUTION OF FIGHTING GAMES 

KARATE CHAMP COIN-OP 

KARATE CHAMP (1984) 



therefore want to kick butt cause it will 
make you feel better! 
 
SPECIAL MOVES 
Now these have changed over the years.  
Initially the first few fighting games only 
had basic kick and punch moves, but as 
time went on and the games evolved, pro-
grammers created new moves that could 
be 'unlocked' by entering a combination of 
joystick movements and button presses. 
The Street Fighter series is best remem-
bered for starting the use of special moves. 
  
PROJECTILES 
A Projectile is an 'object' that is fired, or 
thrown, at your opponent that can either 
stun them or inflict damage to them. This 
addition helped to break up the monotony 
of hand to hand combat, and gave the 
gamer a way of diverting their attention 
away from the usually boring storyline. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

More recently, Powerstone on the ill fated 
Dreamcast, took projectile throwing to the 
next level and actually made it more of a 
necessity than the actual art of fighting.   A 
great idea, and a great alternative to the 
masses of similar titles already out there. 
 
POWER BARS 
Whilst power bars haven't really evolved all 
that much at all since their introduction in 
Yie Ar Kung Fu (1985), games following 
this have also included a second bar. This 
extra bar starts off empty and fills up when 
your fighter lands a  blow, executes a spe-
cial move or gets hit by his opponent. Once 
full, or at least to a certain level, your 
fighter is able to perform a super special 
move. 
 
SUPER SPECIAL MOVES 
These didn't come about until 1994 in Su-
per Street Fighter 2 Turbo, where the in-
clusion of them changed how the game 
would be played from then on.  
 
As the secondary power bar filled up, new, 
more powerful moves became available.  
These moves were so aggressive that a 
majority of the time they were good 
enough to finish your opponent off in one 
execution.  Players could now save up their 
additional power bar until they were low on 
energy, at which point they would pull off a 
massive combination attack and was de-
clared the winner! 
 
Of course, no Super Special Move could be 

made without a great deal of visual effects 
to let your opponent know that his head 
was on the chopping block! 
 
However the effects that have accompa-
nied these types of moves have become 
more and more excessive and completely 
un-necessary, in some cases spoiling the 
game itself. 
 
In Super Street Fighter 2 Turbo, for exam-
ple, your character had a shadow following 
him / her.  When you executed a Super 
Special Move, the shadow mimicked the 
actions of your character, thus giving you 
double the effectiveness.   

STREETS OF RAGE (1991) 
SUPER STREETFIGHTER 2 TURBO 

(1994) 



The visuals were not too dramatic, but 
good enough to make an impact, whilst not 
deterring the mind off of the main part of 
the game.  
 
Now if you were to pull  a Super Special 
Move in Marvel Vs Capcom 2 (2000) you 
would find that you would have three dif-
ferent characters on screen at the same 
time, all performing their own special 
moves on your poor unsuspecting oppo-
nent, each with more visuals than an Jean 
Michelle Jarre concert!  It has been known 
to be able to reach an astonishing 121 hit 
combo like this, naturally killing any chance 
that your opponent had of giving you a few 
digs! 
 

 
 
 

COMBINATION MOVES 
Perform two moves in rapid succession on 
your opponent and you have completed a 
simple combo. 
Combos aren't needed to win matches but 
if you want to play with the grown-ups, you 
better learn them!  
In the beginning there were only basic 
punch and kick combo's, then came the 
inclusion of special moves at the end of 
such a combo. This allowed more hits and 
evidently more damage, to be dealt to your 
opponent. 
 
With the introduction of  Killer Instinct 
(1996) the combo count increased, to what 
was then seen as ludicrous proportions. It 
is as easy to pull of a 11 hit combo in Killer 
Instinct, as it is to do a 2 hit combo in 
Street Fighter 2.  It kind of takes the tacti-
cal side out of the game really. 
Killer Instinct brought something new with 
it to the combat games in the guise of  a 
combo breaker. With this it was possible to 
stop your opponents 95 hit combo in it's 
tracks. 
 
SECRETS 
These are extras that are usually given to 
the player after he / she has completed the 
game with a certain character or on a cer-
tain difficulty level. 
Secrets have been known come in the form 
of hidden characters, costumes, stages and 
extra moves. 
It is a general rule that if you complete the 
game with a second character, then other 

secrets are revealed.  This continues until 
all characters have completed the game 
and all secrets are revealed. 
 
I suppose it gives the game some replay 
value, as it entices the player to complete 
the game with a different character just to 
get a new costume / venue, or if you are 
lucky a new character.  In Dead Or Alive it 
was different costumes, in Street Fighter it 
was new characters.  Most of the later 
fighting games had some reward for com-
pleting the game with more than one dif-
ferent character and gave the player a rea-
son to pick up the joypad again. 
 
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS 
As the games have got more visually ap-
pealing, so have the necessity to have a 
thousand and one characters at your dis-
posal. 
This is mainly due to the fact that Super 
Special Moves became extremely popular 
with the games players.  Basic moves are 
almost identical in every character, how-
ever it's the Super Special Move that a 
character can perform which make certain 
people pick Spiderman over Captain Amer-
ica in Marvel Vs Capcom 2 for example. 
 
Over the course of fighting history, the se-
lectable characters in games as dramati-
cally increased. 
Yie Ar Kung Fu had just the one character 
to choose from, Street Fighter 2 had eight, 
Street Fighter 2 Turbo had double that with 
 sixteen characters.   

PIT FIGHTER (1991) 



More recently Marvel Vs Capcom 2 had an 
astonishing 56 characters to choose from.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The Fighting genre has definitely come on 
a long way from its humble beginnings al-
most 20 years ago but has it all been worth 
it? 
 
Just because games like Marvel Vs Capcom 
2 have excessive amounts of characters 
and hit combo's racking up into the 100's, 
does that mean that it is a better game 
than Way Of The Exploding Fist or Interna-
tional Karate + for example? 
 
Its horses for courses, however in my opin-
ion it isn't quantity that counts but quality. 
What is the point of having cutting edge 
visuals if the ability to be able to fight 
naturally is somewhat removed? 
 
Personally I prefer fewer characters to 
choose from, allowing me to take my time 
and learn a characters full range of moves. 
A Dhalsim master is a sight to see, not al-
lowing anyone to get near him. These peo-
ple are a dying breed, as the extreme of 
the Super Special Move in today’s games 
usually end the bout, taking any kind of 
skill or tactic ability away with it. 
 
So with that in mind I would rather go back 
to the retro way of fighting games, at least 
until game developers decide to move 
away from Captain America and His Mighty 
Shield!.  

 
 

 
As there are only two of us currently work-
ing on this mag, we are always looking for 
others to help out and take the load off of 
us a bit. 
You can either join as a permanent mem-
ber, or if you only feel like writing one arti-
cle or review, we will accept that too. 
 
We are currently looking for help with the 
following: 
 
Game reviews - we need loads!  All genres 
of games across all retro formats. 
 
RPG enthusiast - to help with the RPG Cor-
ner section as we don’t really play RPG 
games. 
 
Emulation guru - to write articles on differ-
ent emulators and how they work. 
 
Collections - We want to know about your 
retro game collections, whats included in 
them, why you started, whats your best 
bargain, and anything else to do with you 
love for collecting retro gaming equipment. 
 
Retro computer guru’s - to help with this 
side of retro gaming. 
 
Basically anything that you can offer we 
will try to incorporate into the mag at some 
point.  Email us at contributions@retro-
review.co.uk letting us know what you can 
contribute. 

Just for fun this one, but others will include 
a prize for the funniest. 
 
Take a look at this picture and email your 
funniest caption to go with it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The entries will be displayed on the website 
at www.retro-review.co.uk and the winner 
will be announced in the next issue of 
Retro Review. 
 
Points will be awarded for sick, crude and 
downright disgusting entries, so get think-
ing and make us laugh! 
 

Email your captions to: 
caption@retro-review.co.uk 

 
Good Luck!  

THINK YOU CAN DO BETTER?  CAPTION COMPO 



Elite transformed the lives of everybody 
who touched it, especially mine. I remem-
ber the first time I launched from Lave's 
space station and began to fly around, not 
knowing what I had to do at all.  I just 
went exploring to see what was out there. 
When I next looked at the clock it was 4am 
and I had school in the morning! I was just 
11 when Elite was released in September 
1984. This pattern of behavior continued 
for as long as I can remember, by day I 
was normal school kid and by night I was 
an Elite Bounty Hunter. 
 
The Acorn Electron was my system of 
choice at the time (you had to make the 
best of what you were given in my day :-).  
Looking back at it, it is true that this ver-
sion didn't have missions and you couldn't 
mine asteroids (as in later versions), how-
ever even without these extras, Elite was, 
and still is, my favorite game of all time. 
 
I recently managed to get an Archimedes 
Emulator up and running just to play this 
version of Elite (which incidentally is freely 
available from Ian Bells website mentioned 
below). On this version, the mouse and not 
the keyboard, controls flight. It is like 
learning to fly all over again. The ship han-
dles really well with the mouse and docking 
isn’t too difficult, but I have found combat 
a lot more difficult, I suppose I’ll get used 
to it eventually. 
 
The NPC ship AI has been greatly improved 
in this version, you are no longer the cen-

ter of the game universe, the other ships 
are doing there own things and living there 
own lives. Some ships will be having a 
shoot out while ignoring you, others will 
come to your rescue if and when pirates 
attack you, and some will be mining aster-
oids. The first time I saw a group of Vipers 
attack and destroy a bunch of pirates I was 
amazed, you rarely see AI like this in mod-
ern games. 
 
Anyway, back to the article. Elite almost 
managed to capture me again. (Just one 
more trading run, then I’ll quit, honest!). I 
finally managed to break away some hours 
after I started playing. 
 
I’ll have to stop playing until I’ve finished 
this article, or at least till tomorrow! 
 
To the uninitiated, Elite is a freelance space 
flight sim, co-written by Ian Bell and David 
Braben, while they were still at Cambridge 
University in 1982.  
 
The idea of the game was to fly around the 
galaxies trading items and making money 
from each planet you visited, whilst at the 
same time, trying not to be attacked by 
other spaceships or bounty hunters.  The 
more kills you had the better your rating 
was, if you were good enough you were 
awarded Elite status (hence the name of 
the game). Elite was not linear, there was 
no set path to follow, no real goals, and a 
real freedom to do what you wanted. Noth-
ing like this had been done before (or since 

either, so it seems). Everyone who played 
this game was instantly hooked, losing 
themselves in the Elite universe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You started out in a Cobra Mark III ship, 
had 100Cr (money credits), 3 missiles and 
a full tank of fuel.  The only real aim of the 
game was to get Elite status and this was 
done by killing enemies.  To kill enemies 
you need missiles and other weapons, and 
to get these you need money.  The money 
was received from trading items to planets 
that did not have that particular item in 
abundance.  So initially the idea was to go 
to planets to collect items that could be 
traded.  For example fur and food from 
poor agricultural planets could be traded 
with the technically advanced rich indus-
trial planets.  This is easy enough, but mat-
ters are made worse as you are always on 
the lookout for other ships attacking you, 
or the constant threat of pirate, bounty 
hunters, police or even the dreaded alien 
race the Thargoids. 
 
Elite was initially turned down by Thorn 
EMI.  After attempting to arouse the inter-
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est of a few other companies, Bell and Bra-
ben took their work to Acorn and booted it 
up on one of their BBC Micro machines.  
Within minutes, there was a large crowd of 
people all wanting to have a go. 
 
However, there were a few parts of the 
game that Acorn didn’t approve of.   The 
mentioning of narcotics and firearms was 
not too popular but eventually they made it 
to the final version intact, unlike the mil-
lions of galaxies originally created for the 
player to navigate around, as these were 
cut down to just eight to improve playabil-
ity (or so it was said). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Acornsoft”, David Braben and Ian Bell all 
knew that they had a huge hit on their 
hands. This proved to be correct as roughly 
twenty years on, the game has sold one 
million units cross platform, something that 
not many other games can boast about. 
 
Elite eventually found its way onto most 

version seemed to add something else to 
the Elite experience. Whether it was new 
ships or new missions it gave fans a reason 
to own more than one copy of the game, 
one for each system they owned. 
 
Elite was officially released on these sys-
tems: BBC B, Acorn Electron, Spectrum 
48K, Commodore 64, C128 Plus/4, NES, 
Atari ST, Amiga, Apple II, PC and the Ar-
chimedes as well as a few other systems. 
 
Various unofficial versions have been cre-
ated by fans for different systems (There is 
even a brilliant version for the Gameboy 
Advance.) 
 
What these conversions show is how des-
perate people are to still want to play this 
classic game after almost 20 years of it 
first appearing. 
 
“Elite - The New Kind” is one such conver-
sion, or rewrite if you wish, by Christian 
Pinder. Elite - TNK attempts to reverse en-
gineer the original BBC source code and 
add extra features. This has been written in 
C, which means that it has been compiled 
for a multitude of platforms, including the 
Gameboy Advance. (Amazing version, just 
don’t expect to see it for sale on Amazon!). 
 
This project has now been cancelled at the 
request of David Braben, and Christian 
Pinder is currently working on his own 
space game called “The Dark Kind: Dark-
ness Falls”. 

Since the success of Elite, sadly Ian Bell 
and David Braben have parted company 
due to disputes over ownership and other 
issues.  Ian Bell is currently working on a 
new project he is keeping completely se-
cret about, and David Braben has been ac-
tively involved in a future version of the 
game.  These have included the Frontier 
and First Encounter series of games which, 
in the public’s eye at least, have not main-
tained the originals charm and playability. 
 
Elite lovers are desperate for a new col-
laboration of the two writers, however with 
what has gone on in the past, this seems 
highly unlikely. 
 
We emailed both Ian and David to partici-
pate in this article, however we have only 
had replies from Ian, with David advising 
us that he is just too busy to have any in-
put, which is a shame for all our readers. 
 
Ian however agreed to do a short interview 
with us, answering a few of the questions 
we have been racking our brains over for 
nearly 20 years……enjoy. 

ACORN ARCHIMEDIES ELITE 
YOUR INPUT IS REQUIRED 

We hope you like this look at Elite and 
the interview we have managed to get 
with Ian Bell. 
Email us at mail@retro-review.co.uk to 
tell us what other games you would like 
us to delve into. 



Our interview with Ian Bell 
 
RR - You state on your web site that you 
are working on a new secret game. Can 
you give our readers any details on this 
project? 

IB - No. 

(NOTE:  Ian was very strong in not letting 
us even have a smidgen of information re-
garding this new work, however we at 
Retro Review feel that he may be working 
on a new version of Elite, the version the 
fans want.  We could be completely wrong, 
however knowing the publics admiration for 
Elite, and their need to have their Elite fix, 
it would make financial sense to us for him 
to release a version of Elite the fans actu-
ally wanted. – If we hear anything regard-
ing this we will keep you posted.) 

 
RR - The Cobra Mk III flew beautifully and 
was perfectly suited for space combat, yet 
the physics weren't realistic. Was this in-
tentional, so as to give the player more 
control over their craft? 

IB - Yes. Fun before realism. 

(NOTE: In our correspondence and on his 
website, Ian makes it quite clear that Elite 
was intended as a fun game and not so 
much of a simulator, although it did turn 
out like this in the final version.) 
 
RR - Which version of "Elite" did you last 
play and which system was it on? 

IB - I played PALM OS Elite a little but last 
serious session was NES Elite. 
 
RR - The scanner during space flight 
worked really well, how difficult was this to 
implement? 
IB - Easy. Although note that some ver-
sions (including BBC) don't implement it 
too well. The scanner lollipops should go 
behind the grid when reaching downwards. 
 
RR - Were there any extra features that 
you would have liked to include in Elite but 
couldn't due to memory or time con-
straints? 
IB - Medal scooping routine on reaching 
Elite. I was also never happy about only 
having one "type" of cop-ship, responsible 
both for defending the space station that 
sold you illegal goods, and for shooting you 
once you launched with them.  
(Note: This would have made sense if im-
plemented, as even in today’s society there 
is more than one type of police car!) 
 
RR - I grew up playing the Acorn Electron 
version which kept me playing for years, 
even without any missions, but I remember 
once I docked at a space station, only to be 
boarded by pirates who "Showed no mercy 
and killed me". I have never heard of his 
happening to anyone else. 
Did anything cause this to happen or was it 
just a random event? 
IB - Perhaps you were playing a pirated 
version of Acorn Electron Elite? 
(Note: This is what everyone has said, 

however we can assure you all that it was 
a fully official game.  We put it down to a 
bug in the game that was very well hidden 
and only appeared in a few cases.) 
 
RR - You are quite keen on martial arts, 
what other hobbies do you have? 
IB - My big interest at the moment is rela-
tivistic quantum field theory. 
(Note: For those who do not know we 
would like to tell you but we don’t really 
know ourselves.  If you can explain it to us 
in Layman’s terms please email us and let 
us know!) 
 
RR - Do people still recognise and ap-
proach you in the street and shops? 
IB - That has never happened. 
 
RR - If so, how do you feel about this? 
IB - Happy. 
 
RR - Did you ever fall out with David dur-
ing the programming of Elite opposed to 
after it? 
IB - No. 
 
RR - Were there ever any doubt as to Elite 
being finished? 
IB - Time constraints at university and get-
ting hardware were the only serious prob-
lems. 
 
RR - Do you still find time to play any 
games, if so what have you been playing? 
IB - No. The last game I played for fun was 
the "Doom" demo when it was out. 



RR - What was the greatest hurdle you had 
to overcome when writing "Elite"? 
IB - Speed. Then memory. But neither was 
that hard to overcome, more constraints to 
be adapted to. 
 
RR - What are your thoughts on the "Elite 
Project" where the fans are making their 
own "Elite" sequel? 
IB - I'm happy for people to play around 
with the format putting their own spin on 
it. I'd sooner Elite became a sprawling 
genre in itself than an exclusive "product". 
 
RR - What has been the biggest reward or 
compliment you have received regarding 
"Elite"? 
IB - People saying it changed their lives. 
This is why I look so askance on first-
person maim-fests of today. 
 
RR - Was it intentional to make docking as 
difficult as it was, or was it just an over-
sight? 
IB - Intentional. First, it taught the player 
to fly and, more importantly, taught chil-
dren to think in 3D - something adult Star 
Trek writers still have difficulty with today. 
 
RR - What is your favorite game of all 
time? And why? 
IB - I don't know the field anymore. With 
Elite we wrote the game we'd most like to 
play at that time. I think it stands up well 
over time. I used to really like "Chuckie 
Egg" on the BBC because you could play it 
flamboyantly, which is seldom the case 

these days. 
(Note: Ian may well have not played a 
game for fun since the Doom Demo all 
those years ago, but he hit the nail on the 
head there regarding the way in which 
older games could be played flamboyantly 
– This is something you just cannot do 
nowadays as games are seemingly too lin-
ear in their approach now.) 
 
RR -  Between yourself and David you cre-
ated the greatest game of all time and 
were seen as gods by many.  Would you 
like to reach that status again? 
IB - I'm less interested in how I’m seen as 
in what I achieve to make the world a bet-
ter place for my presence. That said, I’d 
enjoy such status if I could exploit it to 
counter the lies and distortions in the me-
dia on environmental and political matters 
in some way. 
(Note: Wouldn’t we all do this?  Clearly a 
man with his head firmly on his shoulders!) 
 
RR - Do you think that you will ever re-
solve your differences with David, not to 
co-write another game but just to stop all 
the animosity between you both? 
IB - I fear that is unlikely. 
 
RR - Are there any secrets left about Elite 
that you could let our readers in on? 
IB - A secret told is no longer secret. 
 
There were a hundred and one questions 
we thought of after we got our reply, and 
could have emailed Ian back, however it’s 

not right to hound someone, even if it was 
their fault that you could not get a girl-
friend until you were 15 (!) 
So a big thank you to Ian Bell for giving up 
his time and letting us quiz him. 
 
 It’s a shame that David Braben could not 
participate, however he is obviously a busy 
man and we appreciate this. 
 
 A few sites to look at for your Elite pleas-
ure: 
 
 http://www.iancgbell.clara.net/elite/ 
Ian Bells own Elite homepage, with 
downloads, manuals and everything else 
Elite. 
http://www.spectrum.lovely.net/Elite.html 
Play the Spectrum version of Elite online! 
http://home.clara.net/cjpinder/elite.html 
Information on Elite The New Kind (Now 
pulled from development) 
http://www.unmusic.freeserve.co.uk/elitep
urity/elitepurity.html 
Elite Quiz for the hardcore fans. 
http://www.frontier.co.uk/ 
David Braben and friends’ official site re-
garding the future of Elite. 
 
This is not meant to be an exhaustive re-
view of Elite, however we feel that we have 
done it some justification in this review. 
 
If you have anything to add or comment to 
regarding this article, please feel free to 
get in contact with us at the usual email 
address. 



What makes a hero? Well there are certain 
rules that most heroes HAVE to abide by, 
no matter how much they want do be dif-
ferent. 
This issue we will be looking at the com-
mon links between most Male RPG heroes 
as well as how you would recognise one in 
the street. 
 
Hair 
Must be unkempt and very spiky. Must also 
be more colourful than an old woman’s 
purple rinse. 
Also strange as it may seem but even after 
battling demon monsters from hell not one 
hair is out of place.  
 
Clothes 
Mostly seem to dress in brightly coloured 
pyjamas, no matter if they are walking on 
a frozen lakes or trying to avoid a guard’s 
attention. Even after changing into a suit of 
armour, they will still be wearing their py-
jamas on the outside. 
 
Sleeping Disorder 
Asleep at the start of any adventure, our 
hero usually has to be woken by his 
Mother. His Father disappeared many years 
earlier under suspicious circumstances.  
 
Dysfunctional Family 
Male heroes will only have one parent (see 
above). The Mother can never, under any 
circumstance re-marry. Strangely though, 
she doesn’t seem to mind her only son go-
ing on adventures that are filled with cer-

tain doom just to rescue a girl that he 
doesn’t even know!  She also doesn’t seem 
to mind him being out ‘till all hours, even 
though the end of the world as she knows 
it is imminent. 
 
Intelligence 
Our hero will fight to the death to protect 
the honour of a girl he has known for one 
minute.   
 
Light fingered 
No matter whether your hero is a master 
wizard or a great warrior, he will still be a 
thief. It doesn’t matter how much money 
he has, he just walks into other people’s 
houses and take what he wants, with no 
signs of remorse on his face at all! 
The owners of the house can be sat having 
their dinner and even have a conversation 
with the hero but won’t even raise an eye-
brow to him smashing priceless jars and 
pinching the contents.  
 
Forgetful 
No matter how many previous adventures 
(or sequels to you and me) the hero has 
previously been on, somehow our hero 
manages to forget everything he has 
learned, lose any special abilities, misplace 
any powerful weapons or armour and also 
lose all his energy levels. 
This means that while on his last adventure 
he could slay a dragon single-handed, and 
now he has trouble kicking a bunny rabbit. 
Also, amazingly, most heroes seem unable 
to remember their own name at the begin-

ning of each adventure and have to rely on 
a friend or parent (Mother usually) to in-
form them of their own name! 
 
Restful Sleep 
Amazingly, no matter how wounded or dis-
eased the hero is, just one nights sleep is 
all it takes to completely heal him.  
 
Weak Legs 
All heroes have a complete inability to 
jump over even the smallest rock or bush, 
yet should they be required to leap off the 
top of a tall building or between moving 
vehicles then they seem to be able to man-
age this with no problem what-so-ever.  
Strange. 
 
Age 
Why is it that as soon as you’ve finished 
going through puberty you are no longer 
young enough to be a hero? 
Indiana Jones makes a good film hero, but 
why must RPG heroes be between 12 to 16 
years old. Anyone older seems to be a war 
veteran from some huge battle and he is 
usually retired, at 20.  
 
Location, Location, Location 
No matter where our young hero comes 
from, be it a small farm town or a thriving 
metropolis before the game has ended his 
hometown is utterly destroyed, Usually by 
the Heroes archenemy. 

RPG Corner - What Makes A Hero? 



Weaponry 
Isn’t it strange how our hero can pick up 
pretty much any new weapon and start 
slaying monsters better than before. 
Somehow he is a master in any weapon he 
picks up, no matter how big or heavy it is. 
 
Seen and not heard 
No matter how your hero answers a ques-
tion, if the answer isn’t what the other per-
son wants to hear they will just keep re-
peating the same question over and over 
again, until you choose the “Correct” an-
swer, proving that “little boys should be 
seen and not heard” 
 
Love 
Every pretty girl, whether they are good or 
bad, will fall in love with the hero. They can 
no more fight it than they can fight the fact 
that they will get kidnapped later by the 
bad guy. 
 
Let’s have a look at a few Hero examples: - 
 
Ryu (Breath of Fire Series) 
 
Typical Spiky hair, in a lovely shade of blue 
(Just like my Granny). This guy manages 
to forget all about being able to transform 
into a Dragon.  He looks about 14yrs old 
which is in line with our hero observations 
previously.  Like most heroes this one is 
usually asleep at the beginning of the ad-
venture.  This guy cannot jump at all but 
can carry around 300Kilos in his pockets. 
Yup, you guessed it, he is a thief. 

 
Randi (Secret of Mana) 
 
Same spiky hair, this time it is a normal 
brown colour and not too Punk like. Sur-
prisingly, he isn’t asleep at the beginning of 
his adventure.  This one looks younger, I’d 
say about 12yrs old. 
Even though he is so young he still man-
ages to wield a sword effectively enough to 
kill a giant ant!! 
Don’t trust him though, he pinches stuff 
just like the others! 
 
Mario (Super Mario RPG:Legend of the 
Seven Stars) 
 
Whoops, how did he get in here? 
Oh well, I wouldn’t trust him. I’ve yet to 
see him do any plumbing yet. Must be a 
cowboy! 
Personally, I think he looks like one of 
those plumbers from a porno.  You 
know….”Schtoooop, what are you doing, 
this is not a porn film……”  
 
Link (Zelda series) 
 
They have got to be some strange sort of 
pyjamas, who would wear them anywhere 
except to bed, I mean look at the skirt! 
Another sleepy head who has to get woken 
up to start his adventure. 
Thief and vandal, breaking people’s pots 
and jars, then just taking what he wants. 
Another one who, as soon as he picks up a 
sword, he knows how to use it. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
That concludes our hero examination for 
this issue, next issue I shall be identifying 
the bad guys and how we really wish they 
would win, just once :-) 

RYU LINK 

RANDI MARIO 



 
 

Versions  
 

Acorn Electron 
BBC Micro 

C64 
Atari ST 

Gameboy Advance  
& Many More. 

 
 

The object of this game is to pilot your ship 
down to a planets surface, and below, to 
collect a “Klystron Pod”.  Once the pod is 
collected you have to fly back into space to 
complete the level. 
 
Sounds simple? Not really, you see, there 
are a few more factors involved. 
 
Firstly the Pod in question is usually lo-
cated in a difficult to reach place, with tight 
passages to negotiate. 
 
Secondly, the gravity of each planet is 
quite accurate and as you can only thrust 
forward, this can be a bit difficult to con-
trol, always having to overcompensate for 
the gravity and the previous thrust and di-
rection of the craft. 
 
Thirdly, once you pick the orb up, your ship 
becomes 10 times more difficult to control. 
Why? Well the Pod is also affected by grav-
ity and is connected to your craft via bar, 
that under the influence of thrust will swing 

violently like a pendulum. This causes your 
ship to easily go out of control, with the 
Pod rotating around you, making it even 
more difficult to regain control. 
 
Fourth, (like you need a fourth!), on later 
levels there are also gun turrets firing at 
you while your trying to control your craft. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Combine all this together and you get a 
good-looking game with addictive game-
play that forces you to have “just one more 
go” to see if you can reach the next level. 
 
If you manage to get past 10 (I think) lev-
els, then you have to start from Level 1 
again, this time with reverse gravity. I 
used to pause the game and turn the T.V. 
upside down (no, really I did!) this seemed 
to make it so much easier on the brain. 
 

Defeat these levels and it gets a little 
harder. The levels themselves are now in-
visible (you did remember the exact layout 
didn’t you?) and if you somehow beat 
these I believe it became invisible land-
scapes with reverse Gravity. I never got 
that far, too difficult for me!. 
 
As an added bonus you can also destroy 
the Power Generator on your way, this will 
give you 10 seconds to escape with the Pod 
before the planet explodes. Risky, but got 
you got an extra 2000 point’s bonus.  
Shooting the Power Generator will also 
temporarily disable the gun turrets to make 
destroying them a little easier, careful you 
don’t shoot the Generator too much though 
or you could destroy the planet before you 
have a chance to escape with your prized 
pod! 
 
I am currently playing the brilliant PD 
(Public Domain) version by Grumpycat 
(www.geocities.com/grumpycatsoftware/th
rust.html) on my Gameboy Advance, this 
way I can relive the nostalgia anywhere I 
wish. Except if it’s too dark, (although it 
shouldn’t be long until my “Afterburner” kit 
is here!) 
 
If you haven’t played this classic yet, then 
I think you should try the PD version with a 
Gameboy Advance emulator and see what 
you’ve been missing. 
 
If you have played this before, sod it, have 
another go. You won’t regret it :-) 

Currently Playing - Thrust 


